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Which of the following statements is true?

"PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE THIS
MATERIAL HAS BEEN GRANTED BY

I`C° %O.

TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC)."

1. The symbol ic play (dramatic play) of middle-class preschool

children differs in almost every way from tha' of lower- class

children of the same age.

2.T are very few systematic differences in the symbolic play

of middle' class and lowerTclass children of preschool age.

If a poll were taken of teacherS, psychologists, and other observers of

young children, it is likely that a high proportion would subscribe to the-

first statement. Moreover, if questioned further, they would also inter-
,

pret the difference to mean that symbolic play not only occurs more

frequently among middle2class children, but also that it is of a higher
p

quality than that of lower-class children.

This belief in the superiority of the play o middle-class children,

triggered by observations in Head Start .centers where large numbers of

Smilansky's book, The Effects of Sociodramatic Play on Disadvantaged

Preschool Children. In this book two studies were described a pre-

liminary comparative study and a study of the effects of training on the

Ci) symbolic play of lower-class children. In the'preliminary study, Smilansky

124 Paper preparred for the ERIC Clearinghouse on Elementary and Early Childhood Education
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compared the symbolic play of two groups of children attending preschool'

classes in Israel. One group (which sbe characterized as "disadvantaged")
es

consisted of low6r-class 'children of immigrants from Middle Eastern and

North African countries; the other :(called "privile d") consisted of

middle-class children of European descent. She described the play of

these two grOups as being at opposite poles, with respect to the incidence, .

elaboration, and complexity of symbolic play. The impact of her findings

is due not only to the fact that her study was the first of its kind, but
/ also to the inferences she drew from the findings that the play of the

-l

-privileped chi,ldren. was more advanced cognitively than that of the dis-

advantaged children, and' that the latter needed specific traing to learn e

to play symbolically.
-,

That the Head Start children did not seem to engage in symbolic play

as much as and/or in the same ways as did the mtiddle-clasS children who
$ .

attended indepeident nursery schools and who had, until then , been the

usual"' subjects of investigations of symbolic play, was a source of concern
..,

to those who believed' that young children learn primarily through pray and

that symbolic play is importahh, for children's cognitive and affective

development: 4

tt This, in addition to a moregeneral concern about the difficulties

experienced. in school by children from economically impoverished homes

.(which was one of the reasons for the establishment of the Head Start

I

pro4.
,

ram), led to a rash of studies aimed at documenting the specific

differences in Cognitive functioning between lower- and middle-class
r

children as well as the sources of these differences (Bloom, Davis, &...

Hess, 1964). On the basis of their findings, many of the investigators

prescribed, and often translated into reality, intervention programs de-(
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signed tb overcome the '"cognitive deficits" which the found in disadvan-
,

taged preschool children (,Feldman'n, 1964) . SMilansky's work stimulated

the introduction_ of programs aimed at teaching lower -class children to play
A

symbolically and encouraged studies of the effects of training _on young

children's play.

Despite the4. renewed interest orresearchers in play in general, and in

symbolic play in particular, there have been very few comparative studies

of the symbolic play,of lower-and middle-class children. Of those studies

that have been done, some support Smilansky's. findirlgs, ',others contradict

them.1 Moreover, if 'looked at in close detail, the picture that emerges

from these Studies is more confusingftlian enlightening,' and offers morbv
"'questions than answers about both findings and methodology. The sources

of these differences in 'result's are important to consider in relation to
ve

furthers research in the- field. In this paper I `sha,11 summarize briefly the

nine most relevnt comparative studies in an effort to clarify their dispar-

ate findings, discuss some of the problems- inAD,Ived in this kind of

research, and finallyoutline possible next steps.

Brief Description of Nine Comparative Studio

Srnilansky (1963) compared the symbolic play Of middle-class and

lower-class 3- to 6-year1old children. Fbr evaluation of the childre n'

play, she chose six elements which, she considerFd essential to symbolic

play. Four of these apply to symbolic play in general. (that is., when the

child is playing alone or with others) and two to sociodramatic 'play (in

which two or more children interact) . 'Because her. findings are almost'

entirely descriptive and he does not repdrt on these six elements system-
.

atically, it is difficult to disentangle them from additional, more qualitative

aspects of symbolic play which' she also discusses. .One can, however,

find scattered* (though often unclear)' references tb all of them.

P.
re
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Intthis comparative study, Smilansky found. differences between the

two groups on all dimensions 'studied except for the content of, play/ themes

and of the rdfes the children enact. She states that while all -si-x--elements

were observed in the symbolic play oAmiddle-clas children at age 3, most

of the elements were lacking in the play of lower=class children-from ages

3 to 6'. From this she concluded that the differences between, the two

groups are not due to differences , in rate o development but that they

involve a difference in basic style.

Questioning Smilansky's findings that the children of tAiddle Eastern.

and North African immigrants do not d.e,velop the ability to engage in

symbolic play, Zifermann (1971) studied the symbolic play of 6- to 14-.lowv- and middle4class Israeli. chiedren in two eleme(tary

schools.
2

She found that more lower-class 6-and 7-year-olds (of the same

cultural background as Smilansky's sample) engaged in symbolic play than,

middle-clas 6-and 7 -year . olds. Eifer nn suggests that lower-class

children reach the peak of symbolic pl at -a later age Wan do middle-..
class children; that is, there is a developmental lag in the symbolic play of

lower-class children. She considers that her findings refute SmilenSky''s

conclusion.

Two Arinerican psychologists also based their studies on Smilansky's

work. Griffin (1980) used Smilansky's six play components 3 and found'

statistically significant differences (in the same direction as Smilansky)

between 5- and 6-year-old black middle -class and lower=class children with

regard- to all six components. In contrast to Smilansky, Gritting defined

her categories clearly, and used a more refined system for, coding play

(4-point rating scales) and statistical methods for determining differences

between the two groups. In general, her study was more carefully exe-

cuted and, unlike several of the other studies, she did not confound

5
ethnicity and social class.
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.
.Rosen (1 974) compared the play of bla4 lover-class,and white miciclle-

cla`s's kindergarten children as a prelude to an intervention study- with a
sample of lower:c1 ss children. She found that the -white middle-class

e

kindergrten 'child en engaged in more sociodra'matic play and often at a

more sophisticated level than the black lower-Class children (p. 926).
Howev'er, she does of define sophistication.

e-Rubin, Maioni and Hbrnung (1926) compared' the gymbolic play- of
middle-class and .1 I I wer-class 1- and 4-year-old Canadian children with

.'" respect to "Parten's (1932) social play hierarchy and. Spilanskyg translation
of Piaget's three play stages into the following, four categohes: functional
play constructive 'pilay, dramatic play, ,anci games with riles. Rubin et

. $,so
s

, .
al. found a marginally significant difference between the two groups withh
respect to "cooperative" symbolic play. The lower-class children engagedi.
in less cooperari7Z ymbolic play than the middle-class children.

SiTlith and Doi s+,vorth (1978) compared the "fantasy" (symbolic) play
of 3-and 4-year-old children from middle- and w6trking-class backgrounds
in England. The study was desig -d to examine quantitatively Eifermann's
developmental lag hypothesis at the preschool age range. They used three
.criteria (Which the investigators halve shown to be developmental indices
which determine whether a developmental lag exist's): (1) "elaborated"' use

. of 'Objects relative' to ;'replica" (2)f"the number of participants in play;
7

and (3) the length of play episodes. They alSo investigated' the ,amount of
'group play and the level of verbalization and compared their findings 'with0. ,

Smilansky's. Since -statistically, significant differences were found between
- middle -class and lower-class children with respect to two of their criteria

and Verbalization, they concluded that ,"the data give some support to.
0 Eifermann's developmental lag -hypothesis" (p. -189) .
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Go lomb (1975) compared the Symbolic as well as mother kinds of play

of 3-to 6-year-old middle- and upper-middle-class American children with ;

that of lower-class children of the same age. She constructed a complex
- 4 ,.

.
4"sym

.bolic play scale, combining a number of play behaviors, some of which.

are coded' as separate categores by other investigators. She also coded
. _

-several of the 'play-scale components individually. In addition, several of
,.-

. . .,
her, categories, which in other studies apply, tp symbolic play alone,

include other play activities. She found no systematic.ifferences between

the two groups on any of the symbolic play variables investigated, nor in

the developrriental changes which occurred in each satial-class group.

In studying the play of English children, Tizard, Philps, and Plewis

(1 976b) -investigated the influences of social class and educational drienta-

'tion of the preschool center's attended. In addition t symbolic play, their
tr'social-class comparisons included a wide range of other kinds Of play

to- .

activities (sancl?play,*r.ouh`and tumble play, constr ction) . Their defini-

tion of symbolic play, unlike those used in most a studies, Subsumed
>

otker types of symbolic representation, such as drawing. (See Tizard et

al., 1976a, pp. 2p.?-253, for their categorization' of play.) Although this

= alone world not preclude ,somparison with 'other studies, only one of the

categories ,they mused for coding play--"dramatic impersonations"--is corn-
.,

'parable to those used by other investigators. Here, they found no

difference in . frequency 1?etli,en the 3- and 4-year-old/ lower - classes and
\

middle -clash children, 714;j `A,

As part of a study aimed at nvestigating the developmental changes

that fake place in young children's symbolic play, Stern, Bragdon, and

Gordon .(1.976) compared the play df middle-class and lower-class 3- *and
.16

4-year-old childroh to .cletermine areas of similarity and difference. Their
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study differs from those mentioned above:in, that it examines the play'

behavior': of children who do play, and not, as did the others, the play of

all, children in the selected classes. Stern et al. found very few differ--

ences between the middle -class and low.er-class grouPs when compared on

23 Symbolic play behaviors. 5

Detailed Presentation of Findings.of the Nine Comparative Studies (see

Table 11

BeFause the vocabulary of symbolt4play varies from study to study, .

.
I shall use the terms defined by Stern_ et al. (1976) in presenting the

findings of the comparative studies. Equivalent terms used by. other

investigators for what appear to be the same or similar play behaviors are

given. But first some, of the most basic terms must be clarified.

-.When ;a child acts as' if She/he were another person (a doctor rising a

.stethescope 'on'a doll) ; an animal (moving around on ail fours and barking

like dog), br even an inanimate object such as, an airplane+ (running

swiftly with arms =,/out- stretched and making motor souQds), it is clear to

most people t-%at she/41e is engaged in role- play -often used as a synonym
A %

for symbolic play. This kind of play was called "persig" play by Stern et

al. (Ppersig" standing -for person as signifier) . When a child (who is not

a "persig") makes an objept act as if it were a person, animal, or object

(moving a small square block along a curvy block road, saying "beep

beep," -as. if the small square were a car) this is also symbolic play. 6

.fte

Stern et sal., called thts'"obsig" play ("obsig" standing for object as :

signifier) to distinguish' it from persig play, and because there is no

commonly used term for it. Smilansky's term, "imitative role play," (and

. Griffing's "role [play") are equivalent to persig play, and apply both to

individual and group play, and their sociodramatic play is equivalent to

group persig play. Even when the USQ of objects as signifiers is included

8
1.,
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in their nalYses, none- of the other investigators except Trzard et al.

(1976a) and Golomb (1975) appears to differetiat6 ,between obsig and
4 n

.persig prlay, as Stern et al. (1 976) do. (but ,cf. Piagetis'ciennition, 1 962;

also, Curry and Arnaud, 197y; Halfar, 1970; Huston-Stern, Friedrich-

Coffer, & Susman, 1 977).

Insert Table 1 about here

. .

Only the findings on the eleven symbolic play behaviors which are

included in two. or more studies will be, presented here.. Iri order to

compa're the findings of these studies, it is often necessary -to treat as

equivalent categories which. are not. The categories used in these studies

vary in degree of incluskeness as well as in consistency of inclusiveness.

They may cover gr'oup and individual play, group play alone, individual

play alone, other play activities as well as symbolic play and, in one case,
f\_non-play activities; they May also be composite (combining two or more

different play behaviors) or simple (only one):

\Group play is included in all but one study (Table 1)., The Stern et

al. group play category differs from Smilansky's, Giffing's, Rosen's, and

Rubin's et al. in that it includes obsig play, while the others apply onlyI
to persig play. 7 Gkmb's category is more inclusive than the rest batause

itcovprs play activities othel' than symbolick play. Smilansky, Giffing,

Rosen, and,Rubin eft al. fowl ,d that the incidence of group symbolic play

Was greater ,among the middle-class than the lower-class chilcken. Smith

and Dodswortin's group play category includes both assoc ye and coopera-
. .

tive _play (Parten's categories,' 1 971). In estimating the amount. of grou

play, they also included other play activities as well as. symbolic play

9



Table 1

Comparison of Symbolic Play of Lower-Class and Middle-ClaSs Children: Results of Nine Stuldi s

Stern, Bragdon,
Gordan Golomb

Categories, (1976) (1975)

Tizard,
Plewils

(1 976)

Smith &
Dodsworth Smilansky ,

'(1978) (1968)

Group -play

,m.c.=I.c. 2

( Cooperative -
Pretesise
Play)
m.c.=1.c.

persig Play'
.m.c. =4.c&

.( Role Play), (Dramatic
impersonation )

m.c.=1.c.

(Interaction)

rd. c. = I. c. m.c. 1.c
,0

Griffi
(1980)

Rosen
1

.(1974)

Maioni
& Hornuilg Eifermanp

(1976) (1 971 )
4'

(Interaction) ( ocio- (Cooperative (Syni-bojic
*dramatic dramatic play)
play) play)

m.c. jL c m.c.>1.c m.c. >1.c Lc.> m.c

(Imitative
role play)
m. c'. ). 1.c.

(Role Play) (Role Play)

m. c.> l+o. m.c.> Lc

; .

Type of
Signifier

(Representattye) (Objects as
replicas)'

(Semi - represent.),

(Non-represent.) (Undefined
objects)

(Imainani)

m.cp=1.d.

(Irriaginan,y).

m.c.=1.c.

c

- (Toys)
( Replica use)

I .c. > c. I m.c.

(Elabor4ted
use of objects= '-
semi repres. Undefined
& imaginary) objects

-r

(Make believe
. re objects)

c. > Lc.m .c. > I .c

("Make be-
lieve with
objects" = all
types of
signifiers)

mc.> I .c.

4

r-motional
+Stance

m. c.=I .c.

(Affective
involvement)

- m.c..=1.c.

Persig
Differenti-
ation

ge 3:
m. .=1.c.
Age114:

ppropriate
role
division)
m.c.=1.c.

(No specific
term)

fm.c. only

No specific
term)

m.c.. only

Length of
Play Unit

10

tEpisode
duPatisnb

m.c.=1.c.

( Persistence-
(10' +)

m.c. >Lc.

(Persistenc
most of 5"
period)

.m.c.> I .c.
11
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Table 1 (cont.)

:

Categoi-jes

Stern, Bragdon
& Gordin

(1976)
Galomb.
(1975)

. Tiza'rc), Philps' Smith &
& Plewils Dodsi.vorth Smilansk;
(1976) (1978) (1968)

Themes and
Roles .

'(Play themes
and rolesi

.

("Themes and
roles)
mc.=I.c.

Griffinig
(1980) _

Rubin,
Mai 0

Rosen
1

& Hornui-ig
(1974) 4 (1976)

Eifermanp
(1971)

, Amount of
Verbal iza,tion

m.c. =l.c.

(Verbaliza-
tion)
m.c.> I.c.

(Amount o (Verbal corn-
speech) munication)
m.c.=2x1.c. m.c.> I.c.

Pe rs ig
Language

Age 3:
rp.G.=1.c.
Age 4:
I.c.

(No specific
terlm)`

m.c. only

. La bel ing
of Play

m.c. =l.c.

(Verbal
expression)

of make-

m.c.)

Socialized
.Communica-

,° flow'

(Social ized
languag9)
m. c .=I .c .

1 Statistical tests were used to determine the presence of significant differences between the lower-class
ore statistically significant.

2m.c. = middle-dass group; I.e..= lower-class group.

3Parenthese'S around a category name indicates that this jk- the teem that the

12

invesitgator(s) used.r

and middle-class groups.

ao-

All differences

13



Although they found more group °pray in the middle-class group than in

the lower-class, the difference was not significant. Neither olomb nor

Stern et al. found any difference ,between the groups, whereas Eifermann

found that at ages 6 and 7 (combined) more lower-class than middle-class

children engaged in group symbolic play.

Of the six investigators who . compared the lower-class and middle-

class 'children with reg.4rd to the incidence -of persig play, three

(Srnilansky, Griffing, and Rosen) found that it occurred more frequently
4

in middle-class than in lower class groups; three (Stern et al., Golomb,

and Tizard et foupalano difference between the groups. The Stern et
Nit

al. . category applies only to group play, while, in the other studies, it

applies,i individual pray, as wel,1

symbolic play scale.

The Golomb 'category is part of her

When children Play, they use objects, reat- or imaginary (called

"signifiers") to represent people, other objects, animals, story or TV

characters ("the signified") . The degree to ,which the signifier and the

signified resemble each other may vary. For example, a child may use -a

stick, a pillow, or a very an like doll to 'represent a baby. Five

studies took account of the type of signifier children use. Stern et al.

defined four types of signifiers in terms of the distance between the

'signifier and the signified with respect to perceptual, functional, and class

relationsfips. Representative signifiers closely resemble the signified (a

toy car with many details of a real one); semi-representative signifiers

bear some resemblance to the signified (a clret , represents a jail);

non-representative signifiers have little or no sresemblance or functional

relationship to the signifiersk (a block represents a baby); and an imaainary

O

-7
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signifier is an imagined object or person of which we become aware because

of the child's actions or words.

Stern et al. found no difference between the two groups in the use of

the four types of signifiers. They found, moreover, that approximately

half the signifiers used by both groups at ages 3 and 4 were repre'senta-

tj,ve. The child's use of representative, non-representative, and imaginary
a

signifiers serves as one cue for his/he 'score on Golomb'S symbolic play

scale. GolOmb foL1)-id no differences between the.two groups on this scale.,

Smitansky's category, "make-believe, in regard to objects," -refers to the

use of attions and verbalization as 'substitutes for toys, equivalent to

imaginary signifiers. She found t at middle-class children tend to use

imaginary signifiers and also "undefined objects" (non-representative

signifiers), .while lower-class children 'tend to use toys (representative

signifiers). Smith and Dodsworth found that middle-class children showed

more "elaborated use of objects" (i.e., semi-representative and imaginary

objects than lower-class children, while lower-class children.- were more

likely to make "replica use of objects" (i.e., rep%sentative objects).

Griffing found that middle-class children engage in "make believe with

objects" more than lower-class children; i.e. they use more signifiers--

representative, non-representative, and imaginary combined.

Emotional stance has to do with the way children express emotional

qualities--through their actions,. language, or facial expres ions. In

symbolic play, "mother" may be bossy or loving 'or punitive; may be con-,

cerned with the !'baby's" need far food aid tenderness, or may ignore it.

Stern et al. found no difference between the groUps in the incidence of

this kind of behavior at ages 3 and 4. Golomb's "affective involvement"

15 .\ tio
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defined similarly to emotional stance. 8

She alSo found nO difference

Smilansky describes tT. middle-classbetween her groups, in this respect.

children in similar/ terms, but states, that lower-class children- do not

behave this way. I The' middle-class child, she says, "really plays the

part, .imitales tons and gestures, 'spoils and is spoiled, shouts ,in mock

anger, speaks pompously" (p. 37) while, among the lower-class children,

"there is no evidence of dramatic- text, verbal identification of the child

with this role, or1 other signs, gestures, and so on, of dramatic involve-

ment" (p. 39).

Persig differentiation 9 refers to the fact that, when children play

"train" together, one may be the conductor, another the engineer, and

others passengers. Smilansky's description of how the middle-class child

reacts dramatically to the dramatic imthse projected by his fellow player,

from within his owri role" (p. '37) probably refers-io Similar behavior.

Smilansky found that this occurred only in the play of m'iddle-class

children. Golomb found no difference in "appropriate role-division".

between her two groups, whereas Stern et al. found that, although at age

3 the groups are similar, at age 4 there is a marginally significant differ-

ence in the incidence of persig differentiation--more among the middle-class

Chan the lower-class children.

Five studies include a measure of attention, span, but the mode of

mea%urement varies somewhat from study to study, Smilansky and Gritting,:

measured children's play attention span in terms of specified time limits`.
0

Smilansky defines "persistence" as "the child persists- in a ril6y, episode for

at least 10 minutes," and, therefore, apparently ignores all play lasting a

shorter time. Griffing rated the length of the 'play on the basis of 5-

minute play segments. Smith and Dodsworth estimated "length of.pisodel!
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(within each 5-minute time sample). Stern et al. and Go lomb, on the other

hand; measured the duration of the plaay episode, whatever its length.

Stern et al. defined length of play 'unit as the number of minutes during

which a child stays with a specific play content even though she/he may

interrupt it one ,or more times in response-. to external or internal' stimuli.

Womb also divided th,e play of each child into episodes (for symbolic play

her criterion is change in character of the play resulting, for example,

from change in participants) and measured "episode duration." Stern et al.

found tha't, at both age levels, the two groups were similar with respect to

length of group play units, in those lasting 20 minutes or less as well as

21 minutes or longer. Smith and Dodsworth report no significant differ-

ence between middle-class and lower-class children in the mean length of

play episodes. Golomb also found no difference in the length of play

episodes. Both Smilansky and Griffing found that middle-class children's

sociodrarriatic play lasted longer than' lower class children's. Only two

studies compared the two groups with respect to the content of play

themes and roes. Both Smilansky and Golomb found no differences.

Five studies were, concerned with the use of language in symbolic
,

play= -the extent to which it is used, the functions it serves, and the use

of socialized; language. Comparing the two social-class groups with respect

to amount of verbalization (average number of symbolic play-related state-,.

ments per child) , Stern et. al. found . no difference between the two

groups. Griffing, however, found that verbal communication was greater

in the middle-class than in the lower-class group. Smith and' Dodsworth

. scored verbalization for each one-minute period in which the child was

seen to make a meaningful statement" (p. 187). 2 They found that middle-
.

class children we?. more likely to verbalize than lower-class children.
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They included statements made during both symbolic and non-symbolic
. .

play. Smilansky found that the average number of.words per child in the

middle-class group ,was twice that of the lower-class group. However,_ her

category is not really equivalent to the categories of other investigators

because she not, only included language spoken during drawing, painting,

and building as well as during symbolic play, but also language that is not

play-related: Smilansky states, however, that the differences between thp

groups would probably be greater if only play-related' language was

included.

Stern et al . define persia language as language spoken by a child

when she/he is a signifier (e.g.,, "All aboard,!' when a child is a con-

. .,ductor on a train); that it is an integral part of the play symbolism.

They 'founid no difference between the groups at age 3, but at age 4 the

lower-class children surpagsed and the middle class - children. In contrast,
./

.Smilansky found that only middle-class children used persig language.
It-.

Griffing's "verbal expression of make-believe" combines persig language

and verbal -descriptions accompanying symbolic actions. She found a

highly significant' difference between the groups -on this variable, the

middle -class children greatly exceeding the lower-class children in their

vdrtal expression.' The Stern et al. category, labeling of play, is similar

to Griffing's "verbal expression" category (without persig language), but
-?;

use.;there. was bo difference,between the groups in frequency of use.

Stern et al. .and Goloinb found. no difference between the two groups
/

in the use of socialized communication (the child talks with the intention of

communicating .with another person). Golomb's categdryttapplies to other

play activities as well as to symbolic' play.

18
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Summary of Findings

This review of study findings indicates that there is an almost corn-,

plete split between Smilansky / Griffing /Rosen /Rubin et al. and Go lamb/

Tizard et al./ Stern et al. Within each of the two groups, the, number of

studies in which the results are the same for any play category depends

almost entirety on the number of studies in which the category was

included. Smith and Dodsworth cao not be included in either 'group,

because with respect to two categories they are in agreement with each

grbup.

,,Within the Smilansky group, all four studies found that. the middle-,
.A

class children engage in mor.- group play than the ,Iqvver-class children.

Smilansky, Griffing, and Rosen found that nIiddle,-class children engage in

persig play more than do lower-class chill en; Smilansky and Griffing

found that symbolic play lasts ,longer, and that there is more verbal corn-
_...-

munication in the ,middle-6Iassgroup than in the lower-class group. Srnit

and Dodsworth also found more verbal. communication in the middle-cla s

group than in the lower-class group Smilansky found that the middle-

1)
class children use non-representat e and imayinar-} signifiers more than

the lower -class children, and lower-class children use representative

signifiers more than middle-class children, while .Griffing found , that r .

middle-class children use more of all types of signifiers thah do tower, -cless

children. Smith and Dodsworth also reported that Middle-class children

use semi-representative and imaginary signifiers more than rower-class

children, and loWer-class children use rep1-esentative. signifiers more than '

middle-class children. Of the remaining five categories, four (emotional

stance, .persig differentiation, -persig language, and ent of themes and

19
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roles) were included 'as distinct categories only in the Smilansky study,

and one (labeling of play in combination with persig language) .only in the

Griffing study. The only exception to the pattern of higher incidence of

each play behavior in the middle-class group than in the lower-class group

was in relation to content of themes and roles, which Smilansky foilnd to

be the same in both' groups.

Golomb, Tizard et al., and Stern et al., on the other hand, found no

difference ,between the middle-class and lower-class children in the amount

of persig play. Golomb and Stern et al. also Yound no differences in the
71k

amount of group play, in the use of representativoton-representative,

and imaginary signifiers, and in emotion& stance, length of pray unit, and

,socialized communicaton. Smith and Dodswo;'th also found no significant

difference between the middleklass 'and`-lower-class children with regard to

group play and length of play unit. Golomb found no difference in the

amount" of persig differentiation, but Stern et al. found no /difference

at age 3. The rertining three categories were included only in the Ste'rn

et al. study. No difference was found in persig. Language at age 3, but

the lower -class 'childRen used persig language morQ than the middle-class .

children at age 4; there was no difference in 1*Ielikg of play or amount of

verbalization.

Similarities between 'the middle-class and lower-class children are

minor. Both Smilansky and Golomb, who were the only ones to investigate

the content of themes and roles, found no diff4renCes between. the two

groups. Like Smilansky who, however, did not differentiate in terms.of

age,. Stern et al. found that at age 4 there was more persig differentiation

in the middle-class than in the loWer-class children`s play.
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Discussion

4tThese contradictory findings bring into clear° focus the amount of
'

dissaray in this area of research. F indirjs to date not only make it

virtually impossible to answer the questions which prompted this review,

...out also raise new ones which are equally, unanswerable.

, The first question raised concerned the ways in which the symbolic

play of middle -class children was similar to or different fm that of lower,-

clasS children. It is evident now that very mw general Okiclusion,s can be

drawn about the relative quality of symbolic play among lower-class and

middle-cla'ss children. Excluding the findings of Stern et al. and

Ekfermann", for, those play categories reported in two or more studies we.
oe

find the following: .9
.

1:1'
1. where is agreement' that ,the content,of theme's and rol is the

.., '... ;ii , ", ,

same among middle-t-& las and lower - Class, child4 re9, and that the

amount of yerbalinVori (however defined) is greater among
;

middle-class than loWer-class children.
<4..4

2. More 'investigators `(five gs compared to one) report that group

play is more pr alent 'among cimiddle-class than lower -class

children; more (.three .t9 two') that persig play is more prevalent

among middle-class that" lower -class children; and more (two to

one) that middle7.-cla4s children are more likely to use semi-; and
%., *

...,
,.. non-representative well as ' imaginary signifiers than are

0

lower-class children, and that lower-class children are more

likely to use. representative signifiers than are middle7class

children.;

The consistency of these estilts, despite the Many differences,in-
,

methodology, and in the characteristics and backgrOunds of the samples, is .

an indication of their validity. These findingS,. however, provide Ifttle

21' S.
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enlightment about the nature and, especially, the qu'ality of the symbolic.

play of middle -class as comp-ared witb lower-class childrerf. : Although

there is, as yet, no substantiating evidence, the findings ofc, the Stern et

al. study suggest that the symbolic play of lower-class and middle-class 3-

and 4-year olds is similar, in many respects. The findings of Eifdrmann

.and of Smith and Doi.Isworth suggest' that there may be a developmental lag

,in the,. symbolic play ,of lower-class children.
\ . I

a 0
,The second question .was: 'What inferences, if. any, can be made

about the relative cognitive maturitypf the play of middle-class and lower -

.class children? In order to make inferences about the relative cognitive

maturity of the play of middle-class and lower-class children, there -must
.

be evidence of a positive relationshil) be'tween age and.Lor intelligence (or

some other clearly cognitive characteristic) and the incidence, of specific

play behaviors.

. In five of the nine studies, the relationship between age and specific

symbolic play behaviors was investigated. The combined findings of Stern,

et al.4, Golomb, and Rubin et al. indicate positive relationships between

age and many symbolic play behaviors. An three found a positive relation-,

,ship between age and incidence of group play, and both Golomb and Stern

et al. found relationships with a number of others (e.g. , length of play

unit, emotional stance, persig differentiation, the use of imaginary

signifiers). Smith and Dodswoqh, on the other hand, report that age was

not an important factor in influencing the number of Samples in which -

symbolic play was observed.

Smilarisky 11 found no relationship between age and scores in her six

basic symbolic play categories, 'inckidigg group play, but she does mention

some agerrelated changes in tOe play of the middle-class children other

-_-
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than the six components:, " The play becomes more complex, mOre.gulfilled,

more completed, more sustained, more flexible whhin expanding and

so c$n" (p. 40) . In addition, both Smilansky12 and Griffing13 report no

relationship between intelligence and symbolic play. It is interesting to

note, howey"er, that Smilansky does tmake assumptions about the relative

cognitive maturity of the six basic play behaviors. In all cases, a higher
re

:,..
. .

incidence of these play behaviors is assumed to be more advanced. She
,..

. ,

conclude,, therefore, that the play of the Middle-class children is more

advanced .thian% that of the lower-class children.

Thus; there is `some evidence from these studies that -age influences

specific play behaviors, 14 but -there is only negative evidence with regard

to the relationship :between intelligence and symbolic play behaviors. On

the basis of age alone; we might conclude that middle-class children are

more cognitively 'Itly need than lower-class children with respect to amount

of verbalization, incidence of group play, and use of imaginary signifiers

in symbol' play. No general conclusions, however, can be drawn from

these studies regarding cognitive differences between middle-class and

lower-class children:

All these studies startect out with the assumption that socioeconomic

status could influence the quantity andfor qUality of children's symbolic

play. Since, in most studies, the differences in ,socioeconomic background
*hoir

between the comparison groups Were very, large, 15 the presence of so

many contradictory findings implies that socioeconomic''status, by itself, is

not the overriding influence- in the symbolit: play of 'yoOng children..
.. .

Apparently Smilansky found 'this to be true. In, her experimental study,.of
. A.. .. .

the effect of teaching pn disadvantaged children's play, she combined into,
-4'one control group both lower-class and middle-class Israeli children- of

23
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European extraction because l'we .did not find significant:differences in

their so,ciodramatic play" (p. 109).. This not only supports the findings of

Golomb- and Stern et al: e; but also suggests that cultural factors might be

responsible for the dramatic differences Smilansky found in her compare-

tive -study.

Smilansky, who stresses cultural differences, describes the hOrrie

situations of the lower-Class Israeli children of Middle- Eastdrn .and North

African, immigrants and those of the middle-class childrert of European

extraction as very different with respect to the nature of the' Parent-child

relationship (particularly' the authority relationship); the presence of toys,

didactic gaffes, and books in the home; encouragement of arid participation
.1

in their children's .symbolic, play; responsiyene'ss' to children's ndeds and'

attitudes toward play vs. nom:play activities.. The ,paueity of information

about cultural and family badkgrourlds in the other studies precludes any

comparisons. A.

It is.' unfikely, ho-wever, that the. cultural differences between the

lower-class and middle -class populations in the United States, England,
I and Canad15, where the other stu.dies were loCated; are` as vast :aS _those

Smilansky describes in her "disadvantaged" and 0"priviledged" populations.

. (see Table. 2)- Smile-risky herself suggests that tkr cultura-lly deprived

children of "Asian-African" extraction in Israel are 'different from the

culturally deprived children of European extraction because of the

differences in home experiences as well as in the "different stimuli that the

environment (outside ifie family) affords the culturally deprived child(ren)

of European extraction (television, for example)" 62)'.'" Yet many-,
American psychologists as well as educators have '&suriied that her

findings apply to American middle -class -and lower7class children. At the

0
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I - . 'same. timethe cohtradictory -results of the studies reviewed here suggest
z . ..

,

I. .

I

that the 'degree to which the comparisok groups differ with regard to
.

.

I cultural background is not-a primary influencing factor.

b We are still faced, ,therefore, related, unanswered, questions:
,

If, social-class and/or cultural' differences cinnot be considered responsible

for similarities and/or differencesd in symbolic play, on the basis of_these

studies, what 'can? And what factors are responsible for ,tiTe contradieg

tory findings? y.

4

Iliforrnation- from, he studies about the characteristi of the sample,

type of school and play situation, data collection- procedures, analytic

-methods, as well backgro`Und factor.s, were tabulated in order to find

out if there were systeMatic differences between -middle-class and

lower-class children which might provide clues. Only those which are
`.

reported on by all eighf investigators3 6 were examined (see Tatle 2).

They are: (1) country, in which the study was located; (2) age range of

the sample population; (3) socioeconomic status of the families;' (4) racial

and/or ethnic background (5) type of educational institution attended by
r

the children; (6) number of schools4centers attended by the children;, (71.
site of observations; (8) type, of data; 49,), focus of observation; and (10)

analytic measures. Inspection of these data indicated that although there

are no systematic differences between th! two groups there are many
,

'differences within each group, ;slightly more within the Smilansky study

however, than in. the other studies.,

I

Insert Table 2 about here.

a,
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Table, 2
Background Factors in Eight Studies

Categories

Stern, Bragdon
& Gordon
(1976)

Golomb
(1975)

Tizard, Philps
& Plewis

(1976)

Smith &
Dodsworth

(1978),
Smilansky"
(1968)

Griffing
(19"80)

Rosen
(1974)

Rubin,
Maioni

& Hornung
(1976)

oca tion
of Study United States United States England England Israel United States United States Canada

-Age of
Sample 3s & 4s 3 to 6 3s &4s 3s & 4s 3 to 6 5s & 6s "Kinder- Mean age-

garteners" 3.88

Socio-
economic
Status of
ComOriSon
Groups

m.c. -upper-
m.c. I:c.
"poverty level"

m.c.-middle-
upper-m.c.
I.c.-welfare'
or low income

m.c.-middle-
class

class \
m.c.-middle-
class
I.c.-working
class

mac.-high-
3sociocul-
tural"
I.c.-low
"sociocul-
tural"

m.c.-middle-
class
I . c.-welfare
or unskilled
labor

m.c.-"culturally
advantaged"

turally
'disadvantaged.

m.c.-upper-
m.c
I.c.-welfare

Ethnic
and/or
Racial
Background
of Sample

m.c.- white
I.c.- 80% black, '

20% white

m.c.-white
I.c.- mostly
white, some
Puerto Rican

m.c. & I.c.
white

7

Not
reported

m.c.-European
extraction
I.c.-Middle
Eastern &
North. Afri-
can extraction

m.c. & 1.c.
black

m.c. - white m.c. &
black white

Type, of,
Educational
Institution

,Number of
Schools/
Centers.
ClasSes

m.c.- Independent
Schools
I.c. -Head Start
and Day Care

Nursery' School
Day care center
Kindergarten
classes

It

Traditional
nursery
schools .

Trad. Nursery
schools
with
language
emphasis

Day Care

m.c.-2 state Nursery and
nursery schools kindergarten

classes
I.c.-1 state
nursery school
1 state, day
nursery

Public School
(P.S.) kin -

rgartens

m.c.-P. S. m.c. & I.c.-
kindergartens University
I.c,-P.S. Early.C"hild-
kindergartens hood .center
Day care centers

ro

m.c.-4 independ-
ent schools

Head Start
centers,i_day
care center ""'

m.c.-1' nursery
school

day care
center
2-kindergarten
classes

m.c.-2 of
each typ
I.c.-2 of-
each type

stu les, m.c. =

m.c. 2

I.c. -2

e C ass -group;

m.c.-18
classes
I.c.-18
classes,

m.c. -6 "suburb-
an" P.S.s
I.c.-3 "inner-
city" P.S.s

= lower-class gr.Q.upr

m.c. -1 kin-
derga§ten
I.c.-2 P:S.
kindergarten
classes,- 2 day
care centers

m.c. &
1 University
Center .
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Table 2 (cont.)

Categories

Stern, Bragdon
° & Gordon

(1976)
Golomb'
(1975)

Philps
& Plewis
(1976)

Site of Ob- Classroom &
servations Class.room Classroom Outdoors

Pencil & Paper Na rrative Pencil &
Type' of Narrative records paper
Data records 'Narrative

records

Focus of Individual Child Individual Individual
observation & interaction child & child &

with others Interaction
with others

interaction
with others

Analytic 1) Presence/ 1) Content 1) Frequency
Measures absence during

play unit
2') Frequency of

analysis
2) Score on
symbolic play

occurrence
3) Ratings

scale
.41

Smith &
Dodslivorfh

(1978)

Classro,om

Selected details
dictated into
into tape re-
corder

Individual child
& interaction
with others

1) Presence
during 5' time
period
2) Freqency
of occurrence

Smilansky
(1968)

Griffing
(1980)

Rosen
(1974)

Rubin,
Maioni

&KOrnung
(1976)

Classroom. & A special
Outdoors Playroom Classroom Classroom

Pencil & Pencil & paper Ratings on Play behavior
paper Narrative standardized checklist
Detailed
records

records observational
schedule"

Play Individual
child &
interaction
with others

Individual Child Individual
child

1) Content 1) Ratings on 1) Frecl\Jency 1) Type &
analysis
2) Presence/

.4-point scale duration of
social &

absence of
play elements

cognitive
play categorie

3) Verbal
description
4) Average
number of
words per
child
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There are many possibilities which should not be ignored even thpugh

the data from the studies have not provided any clear indicators. It must

be emphasized. that many categories of inforMOon are not reported in all

studies and that the information given frequently lacks the kind of detail

that might differentiate between studies. Thus, to infer from such gross

data that differences in home or school environments are not responsible in

any way for the differences in children's play would be naive, as would be

the assumption that any single factor is responsible.

Tile quality of the school environments, for example, cannot be dis-

counted as a contributing source of differences in lower-class and middle-

class children's symbolic play, and possibly as a source of difference in

results. The comparability of the lower-Class and middle -class classrooms/

schools was not reported by Smilansky, Rosen, and Rubin et al. The
. .

.situations reported on by the other five investigations di ffered from each

other. Griffing reports that all schools serving middle-class children,

except for a Montessori kindergarten, had space and equipment for

symbolic play and that schools for low-SES children were at least as well-
.

equipped with play materials as were the schools for, high-SES children.

Golomb reports that there were noticeable differences between the. lower-,

and middle-class classrooms in supplies, open spaces, provisions for house

play, as well as in teacher personality -and educational philosophy. .,She .
t .

does not, however, specify how they differed. Tizard et al. report that

for each of the three types of schools the teacher role was similar for-.,

lower-class and middle-class children--there ,was' little stimulation of or

participation in the Children's symbolic play by the teachers.

Stern et al. tried to control for teacher's attitudes_ anti practices in

relation to symbolic play. Because of the large numberrof sample selection
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criteria, this was not entirely successful. The teachers of two of the six

Classes of lower-class children (constituting 50 percent of the lower-class,

Li-year-old oample) displayed little interest in the children's symbolic play

but scheduled a regular free play period- during which _many of the

children engaged in symbolic play. The other teachers of both lower-class

and middle-Class children tried to encourage and stimulate play, although

not equally or in the same ways. The Head Start and day care classes

tended to have more, newer equipment and materials than the independent

schools, while the latter tended to have better-trained teachers, who were

more sophisticated 'about symbolic play and child development. That there

was symbolic play occurring in all the classes selected suggests that these

teachers may have resembled. each other in ways that Stern et al. did not

take into account, and which are not seen as crucial by investigators in

general.

Smith and Dodsworth report that all four nursery schools were similar

in design, equipment and daily routine, but one lower-class school differed

from the others in that it was staffed by nursery.nurses, while the other

three had trained teachers. Except for the amount of teacher-child inter-

action, which varied fromhool to school, no further description was

given of the nature or quality of the teaching. They found, however,

that there was no significant relationship between teacher-child interaction

and their findings.

Educators and researchers have suggested that the standard equip-

ment and/or arrangement of symbolic play areas in preschools are

.unfamiliar to children who do not come from middle-class homes and/or who
Ito

are not members of the dominant ethnic group and these areas, therefore,

may not be conducive to symbolic play (see Curry, 1971).
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There are other factors which may have affected the study results,

not the play itself. One is the underlying approach of the investigator to

children's symbolic play. Smilansky and Stern et al. in reporting their

studies have articulated their approaches in some detail. One aspect is

the value the investigator places on verbalizationthe value of verbaliza-

tion as an indicator of cognitive level as well as the weight given to it in

the category system and in coding procedures. Smilansky places very

high value on verbalization, seeing it 'as essential to the development and

elaboration of the child's play and also as providing additional sources of

satisfaction which are not available to children who engage only in action-

orientedoriented play. In comparing the two groups, she points out that for the

middle-class children it is sufficient "to record the verbalization during

play in order to understand fully the unfolding of the theme," while "only

a detailed record of the actions of:the lower-class children will reveal the

roles and themes of the play" (1968, p. 39). The implication is, there-

fore, that middle-class children's play is more advanced. Of her six basic

components, only two do not involve verbalization.

Stern et al. on the other hand, View ndn-verbal behavior as an

important compOnent of young children's play. Excluding the categories

which are .specifically focuseid on language, there are many which require

the recording and coding of symbolic,' actions and other on-verbal

behavior. _ Detailed directions were given to the observers for recording

non-verbal behavior, since this is more difficult to record than verbali4a-

tion, and the coding of non-verbal behavior is essential. In my view, to

equate young children's verbalization during ,symbolic play with the total

Meaning of theft play is to look at children's play iiith'adult,,e*es alone.

Only if non-verbal and verbal behavior are given equal consideration is it
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possible to perceive the richness of children's symbolic play as well as the

ambiguities. 17 Since, for children, both verbal and non-verbal behavior

are essential for expressing their meaning, recognizing both allows the

researcher to see play from the child's point of view. This difference in

coding method might contribute to difter'ences in results in some cate-
Ir

gories, such, as emotional stance, ,persig differentiation, or type of

signifier.

Another factor is suggested by Schwartzman (1978) in her wide-
,

ranging cross - cultural analysis of children's play. She points out some of

the problems in research studies that propose that lower-class children' are

"'Imaginatively disadvantaged." She -states that "these children are found

to be deficient in the style of play associated with middle- and upper-

middle-,.class children, which is then taken to indicate (or at least suggest)

deficiency"In the cognitive, verbal, and social skills said to be associated

with this form of pThy, and these children" (p. 120). She adds, "in order

to correct ;ihis,.,aeficit...researchers then proceed to train children to play

in a 'middle-class' nner,, which., is then said to produce improved scores:
in the, display of c unitive, 'verbal and social skills" (pp. 120-121).

What, then, ve we learned, and what can we learn from reviewing

these findings?.. FOr teachers of children, or future teachers of children,

it should be a reminder that ther:e are lower-class childrentrhose symbolic

play is similar to that of middle-class children,1 and that objective

observations of the children's behavior should indicate Which children,

middle- or lowe-class, have the capacity to play, as welt', as those who

need special help. It is unfortunate that there has .been a tendency

assume that lower-Aass, minority-group children, in the United S tates are

comparable (in their economic and culture) backg rounds) .to Smilansky's

"culturally disadvantaged" and, therefore, that they(too are not capable of
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pfaying symbolically except on the very lowest level. Since teachers'

expectations are likely to influence their behavior in relation tO childr,9n,
!. , .

and, therefore, the children's behavior, these erroeous assumptions may

even have affected study results.

We now know that restarch 1i this area has been unproductive in that

29
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it has not answered most of the questions; it has not clarified hypotheses.

about the ways in wl-rich the symbolic play of lower-class and middle -class

children are the same or different, nor has it. provided any clear evidence

of the sources of conflicting findings. It haS been productive-, however,

in that we now know that we do not know the answers, and that we must

find a way to get more valid results.

We also know that research in this area-,Is in a very prirnftive state.

The relatively small number of studies, at well as the number, of categories

investigated, is evidence of the impoverished nature of this rese For

half the studies, the comparison of the symbolic play of middle-class and-

lower-class children was not the only, nor even .the major, ftcus of investi-.

9ation. A majority of' the investigators focused oh four categories--persig

play, type, of. signifier, group, play, and length of unit--only the first two
...-

of which are intrinsic to symbolic play. Only three studies indludecr as

many as eight or nine similar categories. When one thinks of symbolic

play in all its fulinoiss and complexity and thdimami 'aspects that could be

studied--the content of symbolism,' the use of the self versus use of

objects Rs. self-signifirers, the use of symbols to 'represent the child's"

conscious and unconscious needs and wishes, play as an expression Of the

child's perception Of reality, formal aspects of the play, such as degree of-
a

complexity, coherence, organization--one realizes how little has been done.

Only. the content and some formal characteristics of the play, represented

34
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by the categories ~I have been discussing, have been explored. Except for

Golomb's rating scale, which covers a number of 'kinds' of symbolic play

behavior, the categories studied are simple, and the measures used, with

the exception of SmiI4nsky, are quantitative. At the, same time, it is '

understandable that most researchers tend to choose the simplest and,

therefore, the most easily 'quantifiable charaCteristics of play to investigate
.

But, considering the results of this approach, perhaps we should

question its usefulness. Although the Stern et al. study included a,:much

larger number of symbolic play behaviors than those with which we have

first.

been concerned here, each one was considered separately. Also, the

study focused on the conscious, cognitive aspects of play,,. At its comple-
,.

lion I felt that in using this atomistic, relatively simplistic approach, much

of what was essential to symbolic play lAs. being ignored and that,
A

perhaps, u a more holistic: qualitative approach mi6ht be more fruitful.

The need for a more integrated' approach to factors influencing

children's symbolic play behavior is also indicated. Classifying children

grossly in terms of social class or ethnic background has provided little

enlightenment. Sophisticated methods for, checking "relationships between

combinations of home, and-..sehool environmental factors and .more complex
"r

symbolic play behaviors should be used.

The process of trying to understand exactly what' was meant by the
: . -

various term's used in these studies, and especially to determine the

-,.. . .equivalence of different catego)r names across a number of studies
c.

emphasizes the importance of clarification of meaning.' Although stan-
ts

1

.

,_j dardization of symbolic plgy terms would be most useful, I suspect that
-% 4.

, f'
people will not .easily give up their terms. But; rtgardless of the words
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used, they must be defined so that others can understand them, and

good, unambiguous 'examples of each term or category are essential. This

will not only improve communication, but also will help researchers clarify

for themselves the meaning of the terms they use.

Although the data, data collection procedures,' and methods of

analysis were fairly weld reported in these studies, they are not delineated

sufficiently for the reader to understand how the results were obtained. 19

Because symbolic play is considered so important for young children's
10.

cognitive and affective ,development, progress in research on symbolic play

is very desirable. It seems to me that one way of attaining this would be

for researchers to describe the problems encountered in their research,

ler the compromises made (often because of too little time and money), and

what they, would do differently if they were able to continue research in

this field. Researchers need .to leartn from others' experiences and new

understandings as well as from their own. Perhaps the suggestion Made)

by Shulman and Tamir (1973,) , in relation to research on teaching in the

natural sciences, is appropriate here. They emphasize the need "to

develop centers of research in which groups of investigators coordinate;.

. their efforts in joint attacks on common protaleris" (p. 1139).,

szr
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Footnotes

This review does not cover studies of the effects of training.

This was part of a large scale, systematic study, conducted in- 14

schools, grades 1 through 8, aimed mainly at challenging Piaget's'

theorrthat all games with rules are competitive..

4

Several of which she-defined somewhat 'differently.

Motor play, exploratory activity,. arts and crafts, construction&

games, etc; /

The difficulties experienced by Stern et a). (1976) in locating centers

attended' by lower-class children in Which- symbolic play could be
8

observed was a clear indication that, whatever the reasons, there'was
. .

more symbolielplay, in schools attended by middle -class children than

in those attended by lower-class childreck.

ck.

6- That is,. the object is not )ut a signifier in persig play, it is the

. major signifier.

7

8 And was coded separately as well as being part of the symbolic play
,, ,

HoWever, in the Stern et al. (1976) ,study, more thdn, four-fifths of

the group symb play at ages 3 -and 4 consisted of persig play.

scale.

S7
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9 Often called role-clifferentation , and similar to what Piaget (1962) calls

10

4

4-

11

12

13

14

-t collective symbolism.

a

Stern et al. because their sample includes only children who engaged.

in symbolic play and Eifermann because her sample is not within the

age range covered by the other studies. u1/2

Smilansky §tates That her conclusions about the influence of age were
k

,-.4 ' r: a .s
4 4.

based on "general observations" ,(p. 401. To determine the effect of
.7

Chronological age, she checked "the presence or absence of the major ,

elethents of sociodramatic play" ,(p. 39). She found that most of the

middle-class children_ used all six basic components by age 3, whereas.
z

the, lower-class child "lacks," most of them. . No increase in the

number of components was observed with the increase in ,age.

Smilansky states that her onclusions about the influence of "I.Q." ,

were based on "general observation" (p. 40). She does,not mention

whkh test, if any; was used to measure intelligence.

Griffing, who used the Goodenough- Harris Drawing Test as a measure

of mental maturity, pointed out that "the imaginative and 'cognitive

skills involved in socio-dramatic play may repres t types of cognitive

functilrng different from *hose tested in traditional IQ tests" (1980,.

p. 27).

There is a considerable amount of support for this finding in other

studies, e.g. Halfar (1970); Lunzer (1959); Markey (1935); and

Piaget (1962). .
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15 SOne of Gritting's' "high-SES"- groUp are describ&I .as "semiskilled"

16

workers,: while Smith and Dodsworth characterize their lower-class

group as mainly working class and Tizard et al characterize theirs

as working class. -Thus', some of Griffings "high-SES" group may be

sirnil-ter *to some of Smith and DodsWorth's and .Tizard's et al. lower-

class group.

What is reported :depends partly on the design of the study and

partly on where the study is reported -in a book yr unpublished

report or in a journal where' the constraints due to lack of space are

considerably greater. (And it is not always possible to distinguish

which is the primary 'reason). Eifermann is not included because her

study belongs in neither group.

11 The ambiguities evident when nonverbal behayior is recorded also

makes coding, much more difficult than if coding is based on .verbaliza-
4

tion alone.

18 Gritting points out that it would be a mistake to conclude that all

high-SES children performed well pand all low-SES children performed

poorly, Highly imaginative play episodes were observed-among lower-
,

class childreni..a number of high-5E5 children received very low

play scores" (19800, pp. 25-26).

8
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t, i' ..

Smilansky's study is an ,extreme,,iexample of this. Her observers

. recorded: oray episodes in different play areas, not the play of
.

individ,al children. Since her report is almost entirely descriptive,
e ,..

one does not know whether she actually counted the number of

children in each play episode who were ,engaged In persig, play, or

just, counted the number persig play episodes, or, counted at all.
4

,We do not know if her description was based on her impression's from

reading and records taken by her observi,irsor from going into some

classrooms herself. Nor do we know -whether some children in a class

participated in' more than one of the recorded play episodes.

I
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